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Computer Science  
Unit 0  Hardware   

 

 
Key vocab  

Hardware 
Computer hardware is the physical parts or components of 
a computer  

Peripheral 
A peripheral device is any auxiliary device such as a 
computer mouse or keyboard that connects to and works 

 with the computer in some way. 

Input peripheral 
A device that may be connected to a computer system. They 
are used to bring data from the physical world into the 

 computer system.EG Mouse, touchscreen. 

Output peripheral 
A device that may be connected to a computer system. They 
are used to bring data from the computer into the physical 

 world. EG A monitor or speakers. 

Storage peripheral 
A device which is used to store data & files on. EG CD, 
Memory stick.  

 

 
Hardware  

BIOS 
Basic Input Output System. A small program is stored on 
this ROM chip to load the operating system correctly.  

CMOS Battery 
Small battery used to keep track of the time when a 
computer is switched off.  

 Central Processing Unit. The device used to control and 

CPU 
execute commands within the computer. The 
performance is measured in GHz, which is the number of  

 processes which can be executed in 1 second. 

GPU 
Graphics Processing Unit. Used for processing of graphics, 
particularly used by gamers and graphic designers.  

Hard drive 
Area of storage used to retain documents and programs. 
A form of long term memory. Alternatives may include 

 SSD or hybrid drives. 

Motherboard 
The motherboard connects all components to each other, 
which allows them to communicate.  

PCI 
An expansion port that allows a computers capabilities to 
be upgraded. Components that may be upgraded include 

 GPU, sound cards and NICs. 

PSU 
Power Supply Unit. Converts mains AC to low‐voltage DC 
power to power all components of a computer.  

RAM 
Random Access Memory, a place where data and 
instructions that are currently in use by the CPU or have 

 recently been used are stored.  



GCSE Computer Science  
1.2 Memory  

 
 

Key vocabulary  

Primary Memory 
Memory used to store data and instructions that are 
required by the CPU.   

   

RAM 
Random Access Memory is volatile memory used to store 
data and instructions which are needed by the CPU. Also 

 referred to as main memory.  

Dynamic RAM 
Contains 1 transistor and capacitor that hold charge 
briefly. This needs to be refreshed every few milliseconds. 

  

Static RAM 
Uses 5 transistors which are wired together to represent 
each bit. No need to be refreshed. More wiring per bit. 

  

ROM 
Read only memory. Used to store the boot sequence as 
this should never be changed. This memory is non‐ 

 volatile.   

Bootstrap loader 
A small program that loads the operating system. Once 
the operating system is loaded it takes care of the rest. 

  

Flash Memory 
Electrons are forced into a layer between two barriers 
which hold the charge by using a high electric current. 

  

Virtual Memory 
When RAM is full, a section of the hard drive can be used 
to store programs and instructions.  

  

Volatile 
Storage which needs to have power to store data. If 
power is lost, data is lost.  

  

Non‐Volatile 
Storage which does not lose its contents when the power 
is lost.   

   

Secondary 
RAM 

Cache 
CPU 

Storage Memory    

 
 

RAM vs ROM   
RAM  ROM  

    

Volatile memory  Non‐volatile memory  
    

Stores the user data / programs  
Used to store the BIOS / bootstrap 

 

/ part of the operating system   

 loader.  

that is currently in use.   

   

Memory can be written to or  Memory can only be read from and  

read from.  not written to.   

 
The CPU will first search for data in the Cache memory and then move further away until it finds what it 

is looking for. The further away from the CPU, the longer data will take to transfer. 
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Secondary Storage  

 
 

Key vocabulary  

Secondary Storage 
A non‐volatile storage medium which stores files and 
programs. Examples include the hard drive (HDD) and 

 solid state drives (SSD). 

 Magnetic disks are read and written to with a moving 

Magnetic devices 
head inside the disk drive. They often contain moving 
parts and are susceptible to damage. Magnetic devices  

 can be either internal or portable. 

Solid State devices 
SSD has no moving parts. It retains an electronic charge 
using logic gates. Examples include SD cards and USB 

 memory sticks. Also referred to as flash storage. 
 Optical media includes CD, DVD and Blu‐Ray disks. Lasers 

Optical devices 
are used to read and write data to a disk. Data is stored on 
tracks around the disk as a series of pits which represent  

 binary code. 

 Cloud storage refers to saving data in an off‐site location 

Cloud storage 
maintained by another party. Examples include Dropbox, 
Google and Microsoft. This relies on having an internet 

 connection to be able to upload and download files from a 
 cloud server.  

 
 

Comparing secondary storage  

Capacity 
The amount of space that is available to store files. 
Generally measured in GB.  

Speed 
How quickly a computer can read and write data from a 
storage device.  

Portability 
How easy a device is to be transported. Some devices may 
be permanent hardware, others may be easier to 

 transport. 

Durability 
Will the device withstand a certain amount of damage 
without corrupting files?  

Reliability 
The length of time that a device is expected to last for, 
how long will it retain functionality?  

Cost 
The cost of a device is compared in terms of cost per GB. 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 ‐ Optical storage 
Figure 3 ‐ Solid State storage  

 
Figure 1 ‐ Magnetic storage 



Computer Science 
1.4 Wired and wireless Networks 

NIC Network Interface Controller. The component that allows a 
device to connect to a network, typical examples are WiFi and 
Ethernet. 

WAP Wireless Access Point. The point to which a wireless‐enabled 
device connects to a network. It normally connects to or is 
built into a router. 

Hub The role of a hub is to allow communication between multiple 
devices in a network. They are used in LAN networks. Hubs will 
send a copy of the packets received to all devices on a 
network. When the devices receive packets they will either 
accept or reject them, they use the destination IP address to 
do this. 

Switch The role of a switch is to allow communication between 
multiple devices in a network. They are used in LAN networks. 
A switch will behave like a hub when it is switched on, however 
it will learn which devices are connected to which ports, and 
then send packets directly to the correct computer, saving 
bandwidth. 

Router A router is designed to route packets across wide area 
networks such as the internet. It will pass packets between 
other routers until the final destination is reached. Modern 
routers have built in WAP and switches. 

UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair. A cable used for providing fast data 
transmission and minimal interference. Relatively easy to 
install. 

Coaxial 
Cable 

Bulkier than UTP and less convenient to install. 

Fibre 
Optic 

A cable which transmits light at the speed of light to send 
binary code. Not subject to interference from neighbouring 
cables. 

Wireless A commonly used connection as it gives portability to devices 
and required minimal alteration to buildings. Easy to add new 
devices to the network. 

LAN A Local Area Network. All devices are connected on one site. The network 
may be in a single building or campus or group of buildings in a small area. 
Management and maintenance is usually completed by a group of network 
engineers. 

WAN A Wide Area Network. Typically covers a large geographical   area, talking in 
many cities or worldwide. The connections are typically provided by a 
telecoms company such as BT. The largest example of a WAN is the internet. 
A WAN connects multiple LAN networks. 

PAN Personal Area Network. Personal devices are often connected to each other in 
a home or a car. 

WLAN Wireless LAN 

MAN 
Metropolitan Area Network. Devices are connected in a city. 
Not commonly used as many devices now use the internet. 

SAN 
Storage Area Network where multiple servers provide a large‐ 
scale storage facility. 

VPN 

Virtual Private Network. A part of the internet that is sealed off from public 
use and reserved for an organisation. It is not a physical network but behaves 
as one. 

Network 
A collection of computer systems that are linked together and 
can share data. 

Node A device connected to a network via a link. 

Links 
The interface on which multiple devices can communicate. 
Such as a cable or wireless. 

Client 
A client is a piece of computer hardware or software that 
accesses a service made available by a server. 

Server 

A server is an instance of a computer program that accepts 
and responds to requests made by another program, known 
as a client. 



Computer Science 
1.6 System Security Forms of Attack, Threats to Networks, Identifying Vulnerabilities   

 
Cyber Security Risks  

 Knowingly or recklessly obtaining or disclosing 

Blagging 
personal data or information without the consent of 
the controller (Owner of data). EG Employees sharing  

 passwords. 

Hacking 
Attempting to gain access to a system through 
cracking passwords.  

Human 
People are often the weakest part of security systems 

and criminals take advantage of human error and 
Error 

gullibility.  

 Software that can harm devices, which is installed on 

Malware 
someone’s device without their knowledge or 
consent. May be spread by email, messaging services  

 or downloading infected files. 

 Emails designed to appear as a reputable 
Phishing organisation to gain trust of users and harvest 

 personal information. 

Poor 
Network policies are not always designed to provide 

maximum security. For example, a strong policy 
Network 

should recommend changing passwords regularly and 
policy 

ensure that the passwords used are strong.  

Spyware 
Secretly monitors user actions (eg. key presses) and 
sends info to a hacker.  

 Exploiting a technique that exploits security 
SQL weaknesses in websites. Achieved by inserting 
Injection malicious code into a database field on a website 

 such as a password field. 

 Trojans are malware disguised as legitimate software. 

Trojan 
Unlike viruses and worms, Trojans do not replicate 
themselves – users install them not realising they  

 have a hidden purpose. 

 Viruses attach (by copying themselves) to certain 
Virus files. Users spread them by copying infected files and 

 activate them by opening those files. 

Worm 
Worms are like viruses but they self‐replicate without 
any user help, meaning they can spread very quickly.  

 
Types of Hacking  

Brute Force Attack 
An attack that runs through a list of different passwords or letters until 
access to an account is gained,  

Denial‐of‐service 
Where a hacker tries to stop users from accessing a part of a network 
or website, mostly by flooding the network with useless requests, 

 making the network very slow or completely inaccessible. 

Data Interception and 
Shouldering is attempting to look over someone’s shoulder when using 
an ATM. Measures to reduce this risk include destroying paper 

Theft documents when no longer needed, logging off or locking computers 
 when not in use and locking rooms containing computers. 

Forms of Network Attack  

Passive 
Where someone monitors data travelling on a network and intercepts 
any sensitive information they find.  

Active When someone attacks a network, for example with malware. 

Insider 
When someone within an organisation exploits their network access to 
steal information.  

Brute force 
A type of active attack used to gain information by cracking passwords 
through ‘trial and error’. Uses likely password combinations to gain 

 access to user accounts.  
Identifying and preventing vulnerabilities 

Network Forensics 
Use of software for capturing, storing and analysing network events. 
The outcome is finding out communication between whom, when, 

 how and how often. 

 A strategy to identify security weaknesses including: 

Penetration (Pen) 
‐Gathering information about the target of possible attacks 

‐Identifying possible entry points to the network 
Testing 

‐Attempting to break in  

 ‐Report findings and respond. 

Internal Pen Testing 
Puts the tester in the position of an employee with standard access 
rights to the network to determine how much damage they could do.  

External Pen Testing 
May target servers within a business to see how easy they are to break 
and how it can be achieved.  

Acceptable Use Procedures and precautions which are in place to make network users 
Policies (AUP) aware of threats and the steps they must take when using the network.  
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1.6 System Security Preventing Vulnerabilities     

 
Key Vocab 

 Software designed to protect a computer in one of 3 ways: 

Antimalware 
preventing installation of harmful software, preventing important 
files from being changed, scanning for virus activity on the system 

 and removing as appropriate. Antimalware protects against 
 worms, Trojan Horses, spyware, adware and keyloggers. 

Antivirus Software designed to protect against viruses. 

Update 
New malware is released regularly and so anti‐malware definitions 
must be up‐to‐date to protect form the latest viruses.  

Firewall 
Hardware or software designed to prevent unauthorised access to 
or from a private network or intranet. All messages entering or 

 leaving the network will pass through the firewall to be examined. 

Password 
In a networked environment such as a school or a company, 
multiple users use many of the computers. Passwords should be 

Protection strong (Not easy to guess, lower and uppercase letters, numbers, 
 symbols). 

Access 
Part of an access control procedure for computer systems, which 

allows a system administrator to set up a hierarchy of users. Thus, 
Levels 

the low‐level users can access only a limited set of information.  

Encryption 
Changing data before transmission so someone can only decipher 
it with the appropriate key to unlock information. Interceptors 

 would find the message unintelligible. 

 A cryptographic key is a string of bits used by 

Key 
a cryptographic algorithm to transform plain text into cipher text 
or vice versa. This key remains private and ensures secure  

 communication. 

Symmetric A secret key algorithm (sometimes called a symmetric algorithm) 
Key is a cryptographic algorithm that uses the same key to encrypt and 
encryption decrypt data. 

Asymmetric 
Asymmetric cryptography, also known as public key cryptography, 

uses public and private keys to encrypt and decrypt data. 
key 

The keys are simply large numbers that have been paired together 
encryption 

but are not identical (asymmetric).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 ‐ A firewall sits on the edge of a network and chooses which traffic 
Figure 3 – 

Symmetric encryption
 to allow through using a set of rules. As shown above the rules may not  

methods such as the Caesar always be strong enough. 
cipher involve shifting letters 
along the alphabet.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 ‐ Keyword encryption involves using a keyword to begin filling up the alphabet, then 

the rest is filled with remaining letters.  

 
Figure 4 ‐ Asymmetric key encryption uses public keys to encrypt data for somebody who then uses  
their private key to decrypt it. 



 

 

 

 

System Security Unit 1.6  
Content  Vocabulary 

1 Forms of attack Different methods of attacking a computer network 1 Phishing Attempting to obtain sensitive information 
such as usernames, passwords, and credit 
card details (and, indirectly, money), often 
for malicious reasons, by disguising as a 
trustworthy entity in an 

2 Threats posed to networks  Computer networks, viruses  

3 Social engineering  How are people a weak point in a computer network 

4 Brute force attacks Trying many passwords or passphrases with the hope of eventually 
guessing correctly. systematically checks all possible passwords and 
passphrases until the correct one is found.  

5 Denial of service attacks A cyber-attack where the perpetrator seeks to make a machine or 
network resource unavailable. 

6 Data interception and theft The unauthorized taking or interception of computer-based 
information. 

2 Complex 
passwords 

Password consisting of at least 6 characters 
letter, numbers and symbols 

7 The concept of SQL injection SQL injection attacks allow attackers to spoof identity, tamper with 
existing data, cause repudiation issues such as voiding transactions or 
changing balances. 

3 Encryption Encoding a message so only authorised 
people can read it. 

8 Poor network policy. How poor network policy can result in risks to computer networks. 4 Firewalls Part of a network designed to prevent 
unauthorised access 

9 Penetration testing 
 

Penetration testing is testing a computer system, network or Web 
application to find vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit. 

5 Anti-Virus Software designed to detect, prevent and 
remove viruses 

10 Network forensics Network forensics refers to the monitoring and analysing of data on a 
computer system.  

6 Ransomware Malicious software that blocks the victim’s 
data or threatens to publish it unless a 
ransom is paid. 

11 Network policies A network security policy, or NSP, is a generic document that outlines 
rules for computer network access, 

7 Failover Having backup servers/systems in place in 
case of failure 

12 Anti-malware software Antimalware software protects against infections caused by many 
types of malware, including viruses, worms, Trojan horses, rootkits, 
spyware, keyloggers, ransomware and adware 

8 Malware Software that is specifically designed to 
gain access or damage a computer without 
the knowledge of the owner 

13 Access Levels  Access levels allow network administrators to decide what users can 
do on the network depending  

   

 Skills   

15 Identify key features of Acceptable Use polices  

16 Identify threats to networks and ways to prevent them. 

17 Explain how to keep data secure 



 

 

 

System Software  
Content  Vocabulary 

1 User Interface The means by which the user and a computer system interact, in 
particular the use of input devices and software. 

1 Driver Program that operates or controls a device 
that is connected to computer 

2 Memory Management Memory management is the process of controlling and coordinating 
computer memory 

2 Peripheral A device able to be attached to a computer  

3 Multi-Tasking multitasking is a concept of performing multiple tasks (also known as 
processes) over a certain period of time by executing them 
concurrently. 

3 Full   

4 User Management  4 Compression  

5 Peripheral Management controls peripheral devices by sending them commands in their own 
computer language 

5 Fragments  

6 File Management type of software that manages data files in a computer system 6 Lossy data compression) in which 
unnecessary information is discarded 

7 Encryption software software that uses cryptography to prevent unauthorised access to 
digital information 

7 Lossless compression) without loss of 
information 

8 Defragmentation process of locating the non-contiguous fragments of data into which a 
computer file may be divided as it is stored on a hard disk 

8 Task  

9 Data Compression Compression can be either lossy or lossless. Lossless compression 
reduces bits by identifying and eliminating statistical redundancy. 

9 Input piece of computer hardware equipment 
used to provide data and control signals 
to an information processing system 

10 Full Backup Full backup is the starting point for all other backups and contains all 
the data in the folders and files that are selected to be backed up. 

 Software onsists of data or computer instructions 

11 Incremental Backup security copy which contains only those files which have been altered 
since the last full backup 

   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_(computing)


 

 

 

 

Legal and Ethical Issues 
Content Vocabulary 

1 The Data Protection Act 
1998 

Data Protection Act (DPA) sets out principles that govern: who can access data, the 
accuracy and validity of data selling data, removal of data. 

1 Digital Divide 
differing amount of information 
between those who have access to 
the Internet and those who do not 
have access. 

2 Computer Misuse Act 1990 The Computer Misuse Act makes it an offence to: 
Access computer material without permission, Access computer material without 
permission and with intent to commit criminal Offences, Alter computer data without 
permission 

2 stakeholders 
a person with an interest or concern 
in something 

3 Copyright Designs and 
Patents Act 1988 

Innovations and creative work that belong to a person or company are their intellectual 
property (IP). Anyone who creates an original piece of work usually wants to be 
recognised for their work and to be able to make money from 

3 Globalisation 
process of interaction and 
integration among the people, 
companies,  4 Creative Commons Licensing Creative Commons (CC) licences make it easier and legal to share data online. 4 

5 Freedom of Information Act 
2000. 

Provides the public the right to access information from Public Authorities (PA). Some information vital to national security and those 
which are governed by the Data Protection Act are not covered by the FOI. 

6 open source Open source software is free and openly available to everyone. People who create open source products publish the code and allow 
others to use and modify it. 

7 proprietary software Proprietary software (sometimes referred to as closed source software) is software that legally remains the property of the 
organisation, group, or individual who created it. The organisation that owns the rights to the product usually does not release the 
source code, and may insist that only those who have purchased a special licence key can use it. 

8 cultural implications of 
Computer Science 

Digital Divide, Globalisation, Impact on behaviour 
 

9 how key stakeholders are 
affected by technologies 

Loss of jobs due to technology, bank branches closures,  

10 privacy issues. What information can we consider to be private and who owns data? For example, photographs that are uploaded to social 
networks often legally become the property of the website. 

11 environmental issues. 
remote working. 

Technology has had an impact on the environment that is both positive and negative. The use of computers affects the environment 
in different ways, such as energy consumption, technological waste, and the impact of 

14 ethical issues What information can we consider to be private and who owns data,  There are piracy laws protecting the distribution of films 
and other media. 
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Terminator Manual Input Process 
Start or stop Input data to the program Storing and manipulating 

  data 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comparative Operators  
== Equal to 

 
!=    Not equal to  
>Greater than  
<Less than  
>= Greater than or equal to 

<= Less than or equal to 

 
 
 
 

Display 
Print some data or Yes Decision No 

information to the screen  A question with  
  a yes or no   
 
 
 
 

Store Data Delay 
 

Saves some data to 
The program waits 

memory. 
 
 

 

Input / Output 
 

Either input some data or output it. 
 
 

 

Remember – all flowcharts start with a ! 



        

Computer Science 
2.1 Algorithms Sorting   

 
 
Key vocabulary  

Works by repeatedly going through the list to be sorted, comparing each pair of adjacent elements. If the elements are in the wrong order they are 
Bubble sort 

swapped, else they are left in position.  
Sorts data one element at a time. The algorithm takes one data item from the list and places it in the correct location in the list. This process is 

Insertion sort 

repeated until there are no more unsorted items in the list. More efficient than bubble sort.  
This is a two‐stage sort. Firstly the list is split in half into sub lists repeatedly. The algorithm stops splitting the lists when each list has only 1 element 

Merge sort 

in it. The second stage involves repeatedly merging the lists in order until there is only one sub list remaining.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 ‐ Merge sort example 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 ‐ Bubble sort example 

Figure 2 ‐ Insertion sort example 
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2.1 Algorithms Pseudocode 

 
Examples of pseudocode syntax and explanations  

x = 5 Declares a new variable called x and gives it a numerical value of 5 
 

  

name = “Bob” Creates a new variable called name and sets its value to “Bob” 
 

  

str(x) Casts the value in x to be a string value 
int(x) Casts the value in x to be an integer value 
float(x) Casts the value in x to be a float value 
print(name) Prints a variable to the screen 
print(“Hello”) Prints the given string in quotes to the screen. 
name = input(“Please enter your name”) An input from the user which asks them for their name and stores in a variable. 
for i = 0 to 7 A count controlled loop which will print “Hello” 8 times (0‐7 inclusive). 

print(“Hello”)  

next i  
while answer != “Computer” A condition controlled loop which asks a user for a password until they correctly 

answer = input(“What is the password?”) guess with “Computer”. 
endwhile  
do A condition controlled loop which asks a user for a password until they correctly 

answer = input(“What is the password?”) guess with “Computer”. 
until answer == “Computer”  
entry = input(“Enter a selection”) Selection can be carried out to identify certain situations within a program. The 
if entry == “a” then program here takes an input and prints different statements for the A and B 

print(“You selected a”) selection. 
elseif entry == “b” then  

print(“You selected b”)  

else  

print (“Unrecognised selection”)  

endif  
function triple(number) Creates a simple function to triple a number given as an input. 
return number * 3  

endfunction  
array names[3] Creates an array called names, the length is set to 3. Names are then added to 
names[0] = “Ahmad” the positions in the array. 
names[1] = “Ben”  

names[2] = “Catherine”  
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2.2 Programming Techniques  

 
Pytho
n ‐> 
Englis
h   
 
Comp
arativ
e  

Operators!   

print(‘hello!’) Prints a value on screen (in this case, hello!) 
input(‘’) Inputs a value into the computer. 
x=input(‘’) Inputs a value and stores it into the variable x. 

x=int(input(‘’)) 

Inputs a value into x, whilst also making it into 
an integer. 

print(str(x)) 

Prints the variable x, but converts it into a 
string first. 

 if name ==  Decides whether the variable ‘name’ ha a  

 “Fred”:  value which is equal to ‘Fred’.  

 
else: 

 The other option if the conditions for an if  
  statement are not met (eg. name = ‘Bob’ when  

   it should be Fred)  

 

elif name == 

 elif (short for else if) is for when the first if  

    
  condition is not met, but you want to specify  

 “Tim”  another option.  

# 

 # is used to make comments in code – any line 
 which starts with a # will be ignored when the 

   program runs. 
 for i in  Loops any code indented after this line a  

 range(0,10):  certain number of times, in this case, 10.  

 
while x < 10: 

 Loops any code indented after this line until  
  the condition is met, in this case x becoming  

   equal to or greater than 10.  

list = [‘’,‘’] 

Creates a variable and makes it an array – a list 
which can store many values. 

Python A programming language which is quite close to English! 
Programming The process of writing computer programs. 
Code The instructions that a program uses. 

Sequence 

Parts of the code that run in order and the pathway of the 
program reads and runs very line in order. 

Selection 

Selects a pathways through the code based on whether a 
condition is true 

Iteration 
Code is repeated (looped), either while something is true 
or for a number of times 

Algorithm 
A set of rules/instructions to be followed by a computer 
system 

Variable 
A value that will change whilst the program is executed. 
(eg. temperature, speed) 

Function 
A collection of code that works outside the main program. 
These are created to speed up programming. They can be 
called from a single line of code at any time. 

Comparative When comparing data, an operator is used to solve the 
Operator equality such as <>, != or == 

Syntax 

The punctuation/way that code has to be written so that 
the computer can understand it. Each programming 
language has its own syntax. 

Data Type 

This indicates how the data will be stored. The most 
common data types are integer, string, and float/real. 

String 

A collection of letters, numbers or characters. (eg, Hello, 
WR10 1XA) 

Integer A whole number. (eg. 1, 189) 

Float/Real A decimal number, not a whole number. (eg. 3.14, ‐26.9) 

Boolean 1 of 2 values. (eg. True, False, Yes, No) 
Variable.write File.write(“VariableName”) 
open Open a text file 
List MyList = [“Apple”,”Fruit”,”Bannana”,”Parsnip”] 

a append w write r read 



     
  

 
Key vocab   

== Equal to 
 

/ Divide 

!= Not equal to + add 
> Greater than - subtract 

< Less than * Multiply 
>= Greater than or equal to 
=< Less than or equal to 



Computer Science  
2.1 Algorithms Computational thinking skills  

 

 
Key vocab  
Algorithm A set of instructions which is followed to solve a given 

 problem. Can be represented using a flowchart or 
 Pseudocode. 

Abstraction Removing any unnecessary detail from a problem in order to 
 solve it. Identifies the information that can be removed from 
 the problem without changing it. 

Decomposition Breaking a large problem down with no known solution into 
 smaller steps and stages. 

Algorithmic thinking Algorithmic thinking is a way of getting to a solution through 
 the clear definition of the steps needed – nothing happens 
 by magic. 

Searching algorithm An algorithm for finding values within a set of data. 

Linear search When a list is unsorted and an item needs to be found the 
 algorithm will start at the beginning and move through until 
 it finds the required value. 

Binary search If a list is sorted, an efficient search can be undertaken. It 
 works by repeatedly dividing the set in half and checking 
 where the value is in relation to the current one. It continues 
 until the list has been fully checked or the search term 
 found. 

Sorting Algorithm An algorithm used to sort a set of data into a given order. 
 Examples include bubble sort, insertion sort and merge sort. 

Sequencing Writing steps down in an order in which they must happen. 

Selection Being able to select between different options or scenarios. 

Iteration Iteration is the act of repeating a process, either to generate 
 an unbounded sequence of outcomes, or with the aim of 
 approaching a desired goal, target or result. 

Variable A value, which can change when a program is run. A variable 
 is a memory location. It has a name that is associated with 
 that location; the location stores some data. 

   

 

 
 

Data types 
           

           

Integer 
A whole number, such a 3, ‐45, 
108     2 or 4 bytes 

Real / A number with a fractional part such as  4 or 8 bytes 
Float 43.69, ‐9.32.        

Char / A single character where a character can be  1 byte 
Character any letter, digit, punctuation mark or symbol     

  that can be typed.        

String Zero or more characters. A string can be null  1 byte per 

  

(empty), just one, or several 
character.     character 

Boolean A Boolean variable has the value of True or  1 byte 
  False.        

            

Binary Logic Gate Diagrams           

    

 

 

 

 

   

  

  

  

  
           

Input/Output 

Decision 

Start/Stop 

Manuel Input 

Process 
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Theory 2.5 – Translators and programming tools  

 
Key Vocab  

Opcode 
The part of an instruction that tells the CPU the operation to be 
Executed.  

Operand 
The part of the instruction that tells the CPU that data or which to 
Apply the opcode.  

  

Translator 
A program that converts source code (High level) to m code (Low 
Level).  

 Programming languages that are most like human language. They 
High level make programming easier because the programmer can 
code concentrate on the logic of the program and not worry about the 

 Hardware. 

Low level code Binary code that a CPU can execute. 

Assembly A low‐level symbolic code made of pneumonic words converted by 
Language An assembler. 

Assembler A translator for converting assembly language code to object code. 
Instruction set The complete set of instructions that a processor can handle. 

Source code 
The program written in a high‐level language before conversion to 
Machine code.  

Object code The machine code produced by a computer. 

 Compiles work through the source code, spot certain errors and 
Compiler Translate all code into a machine code file called object code. Object 

 Code is stored in a file to be executed. 

Linker 
A program used with a compiler or assembler to provide links to the 
Libraries needed for an executable program.  

 Interpreters work through the source code and translate it one 
Interpreter Command at a time then immediately execute it. When errors are 

 Found the process of execution will stop. (Like in Python). 

Execution The process of running a program. 

Editor A software used to write source code in a simple way. No frills. 

Integrated 
A software tool that provides many of the utilities required to  

develop a program in one place. Common features may include an 
Development 

editor for a particular language, debugging tools, systematic 
Environment 

progression through a program and a linker.  

Run time All the necessary facilities to run a program on a different platform, 
environment rather than creation of a program. 

 
Programming Standards 
Code should follow agreed conventions (EG Lowercase for variable names, 
schemes to be followed).  
Language code is written in.  
Functions used to tidy up repeated code.  
Comments explain the code clearly.  
Correct use of indentation.  
Useful identifiers (File names & Variable names)  
Code should follow agreed conventions  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 ‐ How a compiler translates programs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 ‐ How an interpreter translates programs. 
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Character A single letter, number or symbol. (e.g., A, 1, !) 

Character 
set 

A set of characters used in a language, which are each represented 
using a unique binary number. 

ASCII 
A character set which uses 7 bits to store a maximum of 128 
characters. This uses the binary numbers 0 to 127. 

Extended 
ASCII 

The same as ASCII, though uses 8 bits (1 byte) to represent 256 
characters using the numbers 0 to 255. 

Unicode 
The modern standard for representing characters in a computer 
system. Uses 16 bits to allow 65,536 characters to be represented. 

Image 
A picture that has been created or copied and stored in electronic 
form. 

Bitmap A map of bits, whereby the image is made of pixels. 

Vector 
An image represented using lines and shapes with specific properties 
such as line and fill colour. Data about each shape is stored in binary. 

Pixels The individual units (dots) that make up an image. 
Colour The number of bits, which are used to represent each pixel in an 
depth image. Increased numbers of colours means more bits are needed. 

Resolution 
The level of detail in an image, measured in dots per inch (dpi). If the 
size of an image is increased then the quality will reduce. 

Metadata 
Data, which is stored about a file. Examples include the type of file, 
date and time created, file size and geolocation. 

Sampling 
Method of converting an analogue sound signal into a digital file 
containing binary numbers. 

Sample rate 
The frequency at which you record the amplitude of a sound. 
Measured in Hertz. 

Sample 
resolution The number of bits used to store each sample. 
Sample size The number of seconds over which the sample was taken. 

Compression 
The re‐encoding of data so that less bits are used to store it. Usually 
done to increase speed of transmission. 

Lossy Removes data completely to reduce the size of a file (eg. JPG). 

Lossless 
Organises data to reduce the size of a file without removing any 
information (eg. ZIP).  

Binary 

Numbering system which uses base 2 (0s & 1s) – the only 
language that computers truly understand. 0 means off, 1 
means on. 

Denary 

Numbering system which uses base 10 (0‐9) – these are our 
normal numbers that we use every day. (Otherwise known as 
decimal) 

Hexadecimal 

Numbering system which uses base 16 (0‐9 and A‐F). These 
numbers are used to represent colours and code in assembly 
language, as they are easier for humans to understand than 
binary. 

Binary 
addition Adding binary numbers together (see rules of binary addition). 

Overflow 

If you cannot represent a number in the given amount of space 
(IE more bits are needed to represent a number), then this is 
an overflow error. 

Binary Shift 
Moving bits within a binary number in a certain direction. Any 
empty positions are filled with 0. 

Check digit 

An additional digit at the end of a string of numbers used to 
check for mistakes in transmission. ISBNs are formed of 12 bits 
for the item number, then the 13th is a check digit. 

Bit 
The smallest amount of data 
(stands for binary digit) (0 or 1). 

Byte (B) 8 bits 
Kilobyte (KB) 1024 bytes 

Megabyte (MB) 1024 kilobytes 
Gigabyte (GB) 1024 megabytes 
Terabyte (TB) 1024 gigabytes 
Petabyte (PB) 1024 terabytes 

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

        
          

Binary Addition  
0+ 0 = 0 
0+ 1 = 1 
1+ 0 = 1 
1+ 1 = 0, carry a 1 
1+ 1 + 1 = 1, carry a 1 
  


